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Non-Destructive Testing By Joseph R. Greenidge, EAA 3693



his is a subject seldom talked about and little of it T is known by many. First of all I want it understood that I am not a salesman for any company, and the prod-



MAGNAFLUX. This method employs the use of a machine to induce an electro-magnetic field of either longitudinal or circular magnetization into the ferrous



ucts frequently mentioned in my article are those on which I happen to have reference matter and material on hand.



part to be tested. Metal filings are then applied to the part. Any cracks or flaws will attract the filings in a definite pattern, thus indicating to the operator the type of flaw and the depth and shape. Two methods can be used, in the wet method the filings are flowed in a



The homebuilt aircraft "bug" has really bit everyone, and there are many buyers for landing gears, struts, axle assemblies and many other fuselage components from the airports, surplus houses and any place that advertises parts for sale. Most of these parts are from aircraft



that are from 10 to 20, and in some cases even 30, years old. Since aircraft are subjected to stresses, tension, shear and compression forces during their life, we as aircraft builders should concern ourselves with a more thorough method of inspection when we purchase our used parts. The following methods of inspection can be used when purchasing parts, particularly used ones: 1. Visual inspection (eye sight). 2. Using a 10-power magnifying glass. 3. Using any one of the following: X-ray, Magnafluxor, Magnaglo, Zyglo or Zyglo Penetrex, Spotcheck or Dy-check, whichever is most applicable to the type of material, size of part, etc. When the above inspection process has been completed, and the part tested proves to be alright, you will then have (1) made an investment in a part that is good, though aged; (2) greatly reduced the risk of human life from defective parts under aircraft flight conditions; (3) fully complied with FAA standards as to airworthiness of parts for aircraft as set forth in Part 4a of the CAA regulations; and (4) contributed to the continuance of the high standards of homebuilt aircraft by maintaining its present high level of safety and workmanship. In the following paragraphs I will briefly explain each of these methods of non-destructive testing, their cost, the types of material that each can be used for. First of all let's define the term "non-destructive testing". This means any method used to find internal cracks and flaws without destroying or injuring the part being tested. The method of testing can be performed by chemical means or electronic waves, or electro-magnetic flux test to alloys, plastics, metals, ceramics, glass, porcelains or



other non-conductive materials. X-RAY. X-rays are used on all material - metal, plastic, alloys, etc.—and should be done at a certified



station or by a certified technician in that field.



It is



used to test welds and will find all internal flaws.



This



is the same method of x-ray used on humans only the voltages in commercial x-rays are higher and the results different. Many companies manufacture them, such as General Electric, Westinghouse. The cost for x-raying



parts will vary according to the size, thickness of material, etc. and in most cases the cost is well worth the test results. 10
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liquid suspension and in the dry method the filings are



blown on the part to be tested dry. MAGNAGLO. This makes use of the same process as that above in Magnaflux, only a fluorescent filling is



used and with the application of near ultra-violet light to the part, cracks and flaws will glow with a vivid indication. Both of these tests are FAA-approved and are commonly performed in testing crankshafts, piston pins, camshafts, etc. These tests should be performed by a certified repair station. The prices are very moderate and to save yourself a buck, always wash all parts and take them in when the station is not busy. ZYGLO. Zyglo is used on non-magnetic material and makes use of a fluorescent penetrate under ultraviolet light. It is good for fiberglas, metals, cast iron, etc., and the complete kit can be purchased for $125.00,



which includes the black light and cord. There is enough cleaner, penetrant and developer included to perform 300 to 400 tests. Information as to where and what this test can be used on in aircraft is being awaited from the FAA. SONIZON (or ULTRASOUND). A new electronic method that makes use of sound waves. It measures the thickness of the



metal, also irregularly shaped



castings. Readings are reported on the direct reading scale on the face of a cathode ray tube, thus detecting thin spots and the lack of bonding between two metals.



I am also awaiting information from FAA on whether this test is acceptable on aircraft. Sonizon is manufactured by the Magnaflux Corp., and Ultrasound is manufactured by Laboratory for Electronics, Boston, Mass.



STAT1FLUX. This is used on non-conductive products such as glass, ceramics, porcelain, etc. The operation



involves the use of a powder blown over the surface of the part to be tested. The air gun gives each particle an electro-magnetic charge. Due to the electric discharge through any defect the charged particles are held in place, thus indicating any defective areas. This is also a



product of the Magnaflux Corp. and at present there is no word from FAA on its application to aircraft parts. STRESSCOAT. Testing for stress on newly designed parts in engineering research calls for use of this method,



which includes both static and dynamic testing.



It is



the application of a spray on the parts to be tested, also



some is applied to a bar for a comparison check. The spray is allowed to dry to a brittle coating, then the parts are put through a desired test and the stresses



Continued on next page



Folding Wings A La 1930 Photos by R. A. Schoenhals



ictured here is a folding wing P training plane built at Clarence D. Chamberlin's flying school in Jer-



car. The manufacturers of modern boat trailers recommend that the load be placed on the trailer so that the drawbar has a download of about 5% to 6% of the total weight. This



sey City, N. J. back in 1930. Writes famed transatlantic pilot Chamberlin: "I have no drawings left and can remember but little data. The



seems to give the best towing and



riding properties and might be a useful guide for towable airplanes. An early model of the English Avro



ship had side-by-side seating, was powered by a 100 hp Kinner engine,



and had a 32 foot wingspan. The air-



Avian airplane of 1929, which was a



biplane, had the rear struts of the landing gear vees attached to the



foil was the Gottingen 420, which as



I recall it was very poor as regards lift-drag ratio, but had excellent stalling characteristics. Today you



rear spars of the lower wing, a foot or so outboard of the fuselage. When the wings were folded back the rear landing gear struts were pulled back in such a way that the wheels shifted several inches rearward. Not only did this take care of the extreme tailheaviness caused by folding the wings, but it lowered the forward end of the fuselage a few inches, enough to greatly facilitate servicing the engine.) A



can get both non-stalling and high



efficiency! This ship had one fault worth mentioning to amateurs. When the wings were folded back, the center of gravity shifted so far aft that it was next to impossible to lift the tail!"



(Editor's Note: Center of gravity location is very important in airplanes having folding wings and designed to be towed on the road by



NON-DESTRUCTIVE TESTING... From Preceding page



imposed will result in showing a pattern on the brittle coating. This is also a product of the Magnaflux Corp. and has been used only for engineering testing. SPOTCHECK



(or DY-CHECK).



This incorporates



the use of three different sprays in small charged cans and its operation proceeds as follows: 1. Apply can of spray to area of part to be tested. This first spray will be the cleaner and the saturated area should be wiped clean with clean cloth. 2. Spray on dye penetrant and remove any excessive



penetrant from the area.



This method is an FAA accepted operation on some areas of aircraft, and at present I am awaiting further information as to just what, where and by whom this inspection can be performed. Spotcheck is a product of



the Magnaflux Corp. and Dy-Check is made by Turbo Products, Inc., 6135 S. Central Ave., Los Angeles. Calif.



The address of the Magnaflux Corp. is 25 West 43rd St., New York 36, N.Y. Attn: F.B. Stern, Field Engineer.



Books and pamphlets can be obtained from most of these companies free of charge. Also most companies provide engineering service on their products for use



of the public free of charge. Just drop any of the companies a letter stating the problem you have concerning their product.



with the dye. Through capillary action this draws



As soon as information is received from the FAA on the different inspection statistics mentioned above, I will forward it to EAA Headquarters for publishing. Q



appear.



(Joseph Greenidge lives at 74 Ruthsen St., Dorchester 21, Mass.. and holds A & E License No. 3693T)



3. Spray on the developer, which will dry on contact



out the dye at any irregularities and the flaws will
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